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L E A R N I N G  I N  C O U R N O T  O L I G O P O L Y  - AN 

E X P E R I M E N T *  


Steffen Huck, Hans-Theo Nomann and J&g Oechssler 

This experiment was designed to test various learning theories in the context of a Cournot 
oligopoly. We derive theoretical predictions for the learning theories and test these predictions 
by varying the information given to subjects. The results show that some subjects imitate 
successful behaviour if they have the necessary information, and if they imitate, markets are 
more competitive. Other subjects follow a best reply process. On the aggregate level we find 
that more information about demand and cost conditions yields less competitive behaviour, 
while more information about the quantities and profits of other firms yields more competitive 
behaviour. 

The Cournot oligopoly model is one of the most widely used concepts in 
applied industrial organisation. While it is unlikely that inexperienced players 
would immediately coordinate on an equilibrium, there is a general intuition 
that over time players would learn to play according to the Cournot-Nash 
equilibrium. This dynamic story has a long tradition going back to Cournot 
who already suggested what is now known as the best reply dynamic. According 
to the best reply dynamic players adjust their quantities simultaneously by 
choosing best replies against other players' previous outputs. It is easy to see 
that this dynamic converges to a Nash equilibrium whenever it converges. 

There are, however, dynamics which converge to different outcomes even in 
a simple Cournot oligopoly with a unique Nash equilibrium. Of particular 
interest is the imitation dynamic suggested by Vega-Redondo (1997). Accord- 
ing to this dynamic players 'imitate the best', i.e. they choose the strategy of 
the player who had the highest profit last period. Vega-Redondo shows that 
this dynamic converges to the competitive outcome where price equals margin- 
al cost. 

While it is generally known that best reply dynamics do not converge in 
oligopolies with a linear setup and three or more firms (Theocharis, 1960), we 
show that a best reply process with inertia does converge to the Nash 
equilibrium. Together with Vega-Redondo's imitation result we have thus two 
theories making distinct predictions for convergence, which allows to test them 
experimentally. While we focus on best reply learning and imitation, we also 
consider alternative learning approaches like directional learning (Selten and 
Buchta, 1998), trial and error learning and 'imitate the average'. 

We attempt to test these theories experimentally by reproducing as closely as 
possible the conditions assumed in these processes. For example, in order to 
match the theoretical setup, which requires inertia in the adjustment of 
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Royal Economic Society for very helpful comments. Two referees contributed valuable suggestions. 
Financial support by the DFG through SFB 373 is gratefully acknowledged. 
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strategies, we introduce a randomisation device which determines whether 
players can change their quantities from the previous period. 

To differentiate between the different learning theories we vary the informa- 
tion provided to subjects. For example, if subjects follow the imitation strategy, 
all information they need consists of the quantities and profits of all players. 
For a best reply process to work subjects need to know the demand and cost 
conditions in addition to the total quantity of the other firms last period, but 
they do not need to know the individual quantities of other players. 

Surprisingly, given the standard use of the Cournot model in Industrial 
Organisation, there are relatively few experimental studies on oligopoly with 
three or more quantity setting firms. Previous experiments found average 
quantities that lie between Nash and collusive outcomes for duopoly experi- 
ments and around the Nash outcome for experiments with three or more 
firms. Fouraker and Siege1 (1963) conducted a number of experiments of 
which their triopoly experiments are most closely related to our study. More 
recently, Rassenti et al. (1996) and Offerman et al. (1997) ran several similar 
Cournot experiments. We will discuss these experiments in Section 3. 

1. Experimental Design 
In a series of computerisedl experiments we studied a homogeneous multi- 
period Cournot market with linear demand and cost. There were four 
symmetric firms in each market. Quantities could be chosen from a finite grid 
between 0 and 100 with 0.01 as the smallest step. The demand side of the 
market was modelled with the computer buying all supplied units according to 
the inverse demand function 

p t  = max(100 - Qt, 01, (1) 

with Qt  = ~ : = ~ q f  t .  The cost function for denoting total quantity in period 
each seller was simply C(qf) = qf .  Hence, profits were zf = ( pt  - 1)qf .  The 
number of periods was 40 in all sessions and this was commonly known. We 
chose 40 periods as a compromise. On the one hand there is a need for a 
relatively long time horizon as some learning processes may take quite some 
time to converge (if at all). On the other hand there is the danger that if there 
are too many periods, subjects might get bored and take nonsensical decisions 
only to make something happen. 

For theoretical reasons we introduced some inertia.2 After round one 
chance moves, which were independent across individuals, determined in each 
period whether a subject was allowed to revise his quantity. This was done by a 
'one-armed bandit' which appeared on the screen showing three equiprob- 
able numbers 'O', '1') and '2'. If '0' occurred, no adjustment was allowed. 
Hence, the probability for allowing revision was 2/3. 

We thank Abbink and Sadrieh (1995) for letting us use their software toolbox 'RatImage'. 
Best reply dynamics would not converge without inertia and Vega-Redondo's (1997) imitation 

dynamic also assumes inertia. However, we have also run sessions without inertia, and behaviour was 
not significantly different. 
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There were five treatments which differed by the information provided to 
subjects (the design of treatments is summarised in Table 1).In treatment BEST 
subjects possessed all essential information about the market, i.e. they were 
informed about the symmetric demand and cost functions in plain words. 
Furthermore, the software was equipped with a 'profit calculator', which served 
two functions. A subject could enter some arbitrary 'total quantity of other 
firms'. Then he could either enter some amount as his own quantity in which 
case the calculator informed him about the resulting price and his resulting 
personal profit. Or, he could press a 'Max'-button in which case he was 
informed about the quantity which would yield him the highest payoff given 
the hypothetical total amount of othem3 The usage of the profit calculator was 
recorded. 

After each market period subjects were informed about the total quantity 
the others had actually supplied, about the resulting price and their personal 
profits. Additionally, they were reminded of their own quantity. When deciding 
in the next period this information remained present on the screen. Results of 
earlier periods were, however, not available, but subjects were allowed to take 
notes and a few did. 

Treatment FULLwas essentially the same as BEST, with the important dif- 
ference that subjects were additionally informed after each period about 
individual quantities and profits. This information also remained present on 
the screen while subjects decided in the next period. 

In treatment NOIN subjects did not know anything about the demand and 
cost conditions in the market nor did the instructions explicitly state these 
would remain constant over time. All they knew was that they would act on a 
market with four sellers and that their decisions represented quantities. 
Subjects were informed after each period only about the profits they made 
with the quantity they had chosen. 

As in NOIN, subjects in treatment IMTdid not know anything about demand 
or cost conditions. They were, however, additionally informed at the end of 
each period about quantities and profits of the other three sellers. 

The fifth treatment, IMT+, was like IMTbut in the instructions subjects were 
given the following additional information about the market: 'The price can 

Table 1 
Information in Treatments 

Market information 
Information about others complete partial absent 

The profit calculator provides essentially the same information as the usually used payoff tables. 
Furthermore, it helps to avoid a possible bias due to limited computational abilities of subjects. 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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be between 100 T and OT. The more is sold on the market in total, the lower is 
the price one obtains per unit. Your profit in a given round is then your 
revenues minus your production costs. Market conditions are constant for all 
periods and the same for each firm.' 

The experiments were conducted in April and May 1997 in the computer 
laboratory of the economics department of Humboldt University. All subjects 
were recruited via posters from all over the campus. Almost half of the subjects 
studied fields other than economics or business and had no training in 
economics at all. Among the economics and business students almost none 
had any prior knowledge in oligopoly theory. 

In each session eight subjects participated. Subjects were randomly allocated 
to computer terminals in the laboratory such that they could not infer with 
whom they would interact in a group of four. For each treatment we had six 
groups of subjects - making a total of 120 subjects who participated in the 
experiments. 

Subjects were paid according to their total profits. Profits where denomi- 
nated in 'Taler', the exchange rate for German Marks (500:l) was known. 
Additionally, subjects earned a fixed payoff of Taler 150 each round. This 
ensured that no losses could be made. Since we expected the Walrasian output 
(in which profits are zero) as a possible outcome in some treatments, we 
wanted to make sure - besides avoiding the usual bankruptcy problems - that 
subjects would not be fmstrated by low or negative payoffs. The average payoff 
was about DM 25.4 Experiments lasted between 45 (NOZN)and 90 (&?EL) 

minutes including instruction time. 
Instructions were written on paper and distributed in the beginning of each 

~ess ion .~After the instructions were read, we conducted one trial round in 
which the different windows of the computer screen were introduced and 
could be tested. When subjects were familiar with both, the rules and the 
handling of the computer programme, we started the first round. 

2. Theoretical Predictions 
Consider again four firms I = (1, . . ., 4) which play repeatedly an oligopoly 
game with quantity setting. For the demand function (1) and constant margin- 
al cost of 1, the unique Coumzot Nash equilibrium of the stage game is given by 
q? = (100 - 1)/5 = 19.8, i E I ,  yielding a price of pN = 20.8.~ Of interest is 
also the symmetric Walrasian (or competitive) outcome where price equals 
marginal cost, pW= 1, qy = (100 - 1)/4 = 24.75, i E I.The symmetric collu-

It might be interesting that economics and business students did marginally worse than other 
students, though the difference is not significant (24.71 DM for economics and business students vs. 
25.03 DM for other students). ' Instructions and screen shots are available in the working paper version of this paper Huck et aL 
(1998~)or on http://www.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/"oechsler. 

Strictly speaking, due to the inertia the subgame perfect equilibrium of the dynamic game is not 
the repetition of the stage game Nash equilibrium. Instead, there is a slight tendency towards 
Stackelberg behaviour (calculations are available in the working paper version, 1998~) .  However, play 
in the experiment was never even close to this dynamic solution. 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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sive or joint profit maximising outcome would be at q: = 12.375, i E I ,  with a 
corresponding price of pC= 50.5. 

We assume that firms exhibit inertia in the sense that each period each firm 
may revise its strategy only with (independent) probability 8 = 213. In line 
with the experimental setup we require that outputs must be chosen from a 
finite grid T:= (0, 6, 26, . . ., us), for arbitrary 6 >0, and some v E N large 
enough. We assume that qW, q N  E T. 

2.1. Best Reply Dynamic 
First, we consider the best reply dynamic. Players myopically choose every 
period a best reply to the other players' total output from last period. Let 
II(q;, qti)denote firm i's profit in period t given its quantity qf  and the total 
quantity of its opponents qti. 

Assumption 1 (myopic best reply): If a firm has the opportunity to revise its 
strategy, it chooses a best reply against the profile of the other firms' 
previous output, i.e. a strategy from the set 

~ ~ f - l:= {q E r:vql E r, n ( q ,  q4;l) 2 n ( q l ,  q4;1)), 

according to some probability distribution with full support. 
Note the informational requirements to play myopic best replies. (1) One 

needs to know the demand and cost functions. (2) One needs to know qL;l, 
i.e. last period's total output of the remaining players. And (3) one needs to 
know how to calculate a best reply. All three requirements are met in the 
experimental treatments BESTand FULL. In the three remaining treatments 
players do not have sufficient knowledge to calculate best replies. 

It is well known (see Theocharis, 1960) that given a linear setup the best 
reply dynamic is unstable for oligopolies with four firms. However, in the 
Appendix we prove the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION1 The best reply dynamic with inertia converges globally in jinite 
time to the static Nash equilibrium. 

The question of course arises how long the process will take to converge. To 
answer this question we have conducted a series of simulations for 8 = 213. 
For randomised starting values (uniformly between 0 and 100) the process 
converges to a 1%-neighbourhood of the Nash equilibrium on average in 26.5 
periods. 

2.2. Imitate the Best 
An alternative learning procedure is to simply imitate the quantity of the player 
with the highest profit last period. 

Assumption 2 (imitate the best) If a firm has the opportunity to revise its 
strategy, it chooses one of those strategies which received the highest 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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payoff last period according to some probability distribution with full 
support. Furthermore, every period each firm 'mutates' (makes a mistake) 
with independent probability E > 0 and chooses an arbitrary q E I- (all q 
are chosen with some strictly positive probability). 

The information required for 'imitate the best' is a list of last period's 
quantities and profits of all firms. No information about market or cost 
conditions is needed. Though, of course, the rule is more sensible if one 
knows that market conditions are symmetric and time invariant. The list of 
quantities and profits was provided in treatments FLZL, IMT and IMT+. 
Additionally, players in treatments FULLand IMT+ were explicitly told that the 
market conditions are constant and symmetric. 

The following proposition was proven by Vega-Redondo (1997). 

PROPOSITION the long run for E -+ 0 the Walrasian outcome will be2 In  
observed almost always players 'imitate the best: 

The intuition for this result is straightforward. Whenever price is higher than 
marginal cost, the firm with the highest quantity makes the largest profit and 
vice versa if profits are negative. Hence, as long as profits are positive, the largest 
output gets imitated which drives up total output until price equals marginal 
cost. Note that this also explains why the Cournot-Nash equilibrium is not a 
stable rest point of 'imitate the best'. If one firm deviates to a higher quantity, 
profits of all firms decrease but profit of the deviator decreases by less. 

2.3. Other Learning Processes 
One learning theory that can be tested within our setup is Selten's learning 
direction theory (see Selten and Buchta, 1998). The theory assumes that players 
have a model which allows them to conclude in which direction better actions 
can be found. In our context it seems reasonable to suppose that if subjects 
have the information as in treatments BESTand FULL,better actions should be 
interpreted as lying in the direction of the best reply r(q4;:'). In its weak form 
the theory leads to qualitative predictions of the form: if q:-' 2 r(q!<') then 
q: 5 q:-', i.e., players do not move in a direction away from the best reply. In 
its stronger form (replacing S by S ) ,the process has a unique restpoint which 
is the Cournot-Nash equilibrium. 

An alternative interpretation of directional learning and one which works 
even if subjects have as little information as in treatment NOINis a process 
which we call tm'al and error learning. It simply says that a subject would not 
repeat a mistake, i.e. if profits last period have decreased due to an increase in 
quantity, then one would not increase quantity again. On the other hand, if 
profits had increased following an increase in quantity, one would not de- 
crease quantity next period. Interestingly, this process yields collusion. In 
Huck et al., (1998b) we show that the following process with some added noise 
converges globally to a neighbourhood of the collusive outcome. 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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The intuition is that rather quickly firms begin to move in step, i.e. they 
increase or decrease quantities together most of the time. Roughly speaking, 
when all firms lower their quantity simultaneously, profits increase as long as 
Qt is above the collusive outcome, and so firms will lower their quantity further 
(and vice versa when Qt  is below QC). However, the firm with the lowest 
(highest) quantity will be the first to reverse the downward (upward) move- 
ment in quantities, which results in convergence across firms as well. 

Finally, even though subjects in the BEST treatment were not able to 'imitate 
the best', they can still use some form of imitation. In particular, they can 
imitate the average as they know the total quantity of the three other firms. It 
seems reasonable that subjects who are uncertain about what to do and observe 
that the average quantity of the other firms deviates from their own quantity, 
imitate this average quantity - thinking along the line of 'everyone else can't 
be wrong'. A preference for cautious behaviour and a taste for conformity 
could be further reasons for imitating the average. If all subjects were to follow 
this rule, clearly the process is bounded above and below by the highest and 
lowest initial quantities. Without inertia the process would follow the differ- 
ence equation q: = ( Qt-' - q:-l) 13. The solution 

shows that the process converges simply to the average of all starting values. 
With inertia the process depends on the realisations of the randomisation 
device and is therefore path dependent. 

3. Experimental Results 
Table 2 reports average total quantities over the last 35 (Mean35) and the last 20 
(Mean20) periods (averaged over all six groups in a treatment).' The first 5 
rounds cannot be seen as representative as subjects in treatments IMT, IMT+and 
NOINwere not given enough information to find reasonable startingvalues. 

As shown in Table 2 behaviour in all treatments was very competitive. Even 
in BEST (where we observed the lowest average total quantities) the mean 
across all sessions is above the Cournot prediction. Five out of six sessions have 
an average total quantity above QN and the average quantity is more than one 
standard deviation above QN. Average total quantities of all sessions in F ~ L L  
and in five out of six NOINsessions lie between the Cournot and the Walrasian 
prediction ( QW ) .  

The IMT+results are remarkably close to the theoretical prediction, which 
is QW = 99. One cannot reject the hypothesis that the average total quantities 
in treatment IMT+are drawn from a normal distribution with mean 9ge8 The 

' In treatment IMT+one group had to be considered a clear outlier as one subject chose the 
maximum quantity in 18 of the last 20 periods. We chose to exclude this group from all further analysis. 
However, our main results are unchanged even if this group is included. 

The appropriate Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that rejection is not even possible at a 20% level 
of significance. 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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Table 2 
Average Total Quantities 

Treatment BEST I;tnr. NOIN IMIT I m +  

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses. The theoretical benchmarks are: Q N  = 79.2, QW = 99, 
QC = 49.5 

median of the distribution (98.8) almost exactly hits QW. In treatment IMIT 
behaviour was far in excess of QW. In fact, subjects made losses in most 
periods. Recall that the only difference between IWT+and wasIMIT the 
information given in the instructions that inverse demand is non-stochastic 
and decreasing in quantity. That such small differences in the framing of an 
experiment make such a difference is interesting by itself. 

It is also noteworthy that in none of the groups there was any successful 
attempt to establish collusion. Only occasionally total quantities fell below Q N .  
The collusive price of 50.5 was exceeded in just 12 out of 1,200 observations. 
There have been few individual attempts to establish cooperation by supplying 
quantities close to 12. But this was always exploited by other firms so that the 
cooperators eventually gave up. Thus we have 

Result 1 In all treatments average behaviour was more competitive than the 
Cournot prediction. In IWT+average behaviour matches almost perfectly 
the theoretical prediction, i.e, the Walrasian outcome. There were no 
successful attempts of collusion in any treatment. 

We have also computed means for periods 21 to 37 and compared them with 
the respective means for periods 38 to 40 to check for possible end game 
effects. End game effects could be present since we announced the length of 
the game in advance. It turned out, however, that in none of the treatments 
there were any significant differences in average quantities between the last 3 
rounds and the 17 rounds preceding them. 

3.1. Information and Competition 
Two main results about the relationship between information and quantities 
can be obtained from analysing the data. Recall, that the five treatments can 
be ordered in a partly nested way as displayed in Fig. 1 in terms of the 
information available to subjects. 

To measure the effect of additional information about the market we test NOIN 
vs. BEST, IMITVS. IMIT+, vs. FUI;L.and IMIT+ Taking each group as a single 
observation we applied the Mann-Whitney-U statistic (see Siege1 and Castel- 
lan, 1988) to test for differences in means (based on the last 35 periods, one- 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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IMIT >NOIN 

at 0.007 0 


0 
0 

0 
A' 


IMIT 

\ BEST 

IMIT > IMIT+ / 
/ 

at 0.009 \ /IMIT + 
/ FULL >BEST 

/ at 0.023 
IMIT +>FULL 
at 0.009 

more info about others 

more info about market 

Fig. 1.  Sipij icance lmels of Mann-  Whitney-U tests for dfferences in means based on last 35 
periods, one-tailed. 

tailed).g In each case total quantities are significantly lower in the treatment 
with more information about the market. The significance levels are 0.019 for 
NOINvs. BEST,0.009 for IMITvs. IMT+, and 0.009 for IMIT+ VS. REL. Thus, 
increasing the information about the market decreases total quantities. 

To measure the effect of additional information about individual quantities 
and profits we test BESTvs. NOZNand NOINvs. IMIT.It turns out that total 
quantities are significantly higher in the presence of information about others. 
The significance levels are 0.023 for BESTvs. REL and 0.007 for NOINvs. IMIT. 
Thus, providing additional information about individual quantities and profits 
increases total quantities. 

The latter result is especially interesting with respect to the theoretical 
predictions about imitation. We have shown in Section 2 that imitation yields 
more competition than behaviour based on myopic best replies or other mles 
discussed. The data reveal that if the information, which is necessary to imitate 
successful behaviour, is available, competition indeed becomes more intense. 
Quantities in F ~ L Lare significantly higher than those in BEST,which indicates 
that imitation plays the predicted role. On the other hand, quantities in FULL 
are significantly lower than in IMT+ which shows that at least some individuals 
follow other considerations. 

The fact that competition is more intense when firms know more about the 
individual quantities and profits of their rivals provokes traditional views on 

Results are essentially the same for the last 20 periods 

0Royal Economic Society 1999 
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competition policy.1° Also anti-trust authorities often allow trade associations 
to publish only aggregate industry data. Our result, however, indicates that it 
might increase competition if firms are informed about their rivals' quantities 
and profits. 

The main observations can be summarised as follows. 

Result 2 More information about the market yields less competitive out-
comes. 

Result3 More information about behaviour and profits of others yields 
more competitive outcomes. 

Result 3 confirms a result obtained earlier by Fouraker and Siege1 (1963). 
They find that quantities in their 'complete information' treatment, which is 
comparable to our FULL treatment, are higher than in their 'incomplete' 
information treatment, which is roughly comparable to our BEST treatment. 

Rassenti et al. (1996) and Offerman et al. (1997) ran several oligopoly 
experiments with five and three firms, respectively. Offerman et al.'s main 
treatment conditions are again similar to our BEST and RILLtreatments. While 
they do observe higher quantities in full information treatments, they do not 
observe significant differences in average quantities. Rassenti et al. also confirm 
that markets with four or five firms are already too competitive to make 
collusion sustainable. 

3.2. Individual Learning Behaviour 
While the analysis of group level behaviour gives some insight as to the relative 
performance of the different learning theories, a closer look at individual 
behaviour seems warranted. For this we have estimated the following equation 

where rf-' denotes subject i's best reply (i.e, reaction function) given the 
other firms' quantities in t - 1; ibt-' stands for 'imitate the best' and denotes 
the quantity of the firm which had the highest profit in period t - 1; finally 
i:-l denotes the average quantity of the other firms' output in t - 1. Note, that 
a subject who strictly played a myopic best reply every period would have 
pl = 1 and P k  = 0, k # 1." Analogously, for someone who follows the rule 
'imitate the best' or 'imitate the average'. 

The choice of r:-' and ibt-l as variables does not need an explanation given 
our emphasis on those two learning rules. We chose to include additionally 
i:-' for a simple reason. In treatment BEST subjects are not able to observe the 

'O For example, Stigler (1964) argues that collusion is easier to sustain if price cuts of rivals can be 
detected immediately. 
" Thus, one advantage of using the differences between the variables and qi-' rather than the 

absolute values in the regression is that the coefficients have a nice interpretation. The other advantage 
is that it avoids problems of serial correlation. 
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quantities or profits of individual other firms. Hence, they cannot imitate the 
best firm. They may, however, imitate the average. In fact, if-' turns out to be 
an important variable. In the regressions we have included only variables which 
were observable to the subjects.12 

Goldfeld-Quandt tests indicated that variances were significantly lower in 
later rounds for all treatments except FULL,which could have been expected if 
learning behaviour converges. To correct for heteroscedasticity we have there- 
fore estimated (4) with weighted least squares (WLS) using ta as a weight for 
all observations. The a's were chosen so as to maximise the log-likelihood 
function. Given the possibility that subjects changed their learning behaviour 
during the experiment we used Chow tests to determine possible structural 
breaks. Only in RJLLwe found a significant break. For RILLwe have therefore 
estimated (4) with slope and intercept dummies for periods 1-10, 11-20, 21 -
30. To account for individual differences in learning behaviour we added 
subject intercept and slope dummies. 

Table 3 gives the result from estimating (4) with pooled data of all subjects 
in each treatment. The coefficients yield an indication about the relative 
importance of the explanatory variables. All coefficients have the expected 
sign. However, subjects adjust on average only incompletely as coefficients are 
far away from I. In all treatments (except IMIT) 'imitate the average' seems to 
play a substantial role. In BESTand FULL the best reply variable is the most 
important factor. However, in RILLimitation of both sorts becomes more 
important, which is probably responsible for the difference in outcomes 

Table 3 
WLSReRegressions 

BEST nu IMT IMT+ 

Pi 0.373** 0.260** 
(0.044) (0.045) - -

P2 
-

0.078* 
(0.038) 

0.381* 
(0.162) 

0.414** 
(0.044) 

P3 0.289'* 0.194** 0.061 0.263** 

Po 
(0.052) 
0.731 

(0.034) 
1.33** 

(0.234) 
9.29** 

(0.052) 
0.764 

(0.387) (0.442) (1.48) (0.522) 
a 0.2 0 0.3 0.8 
R~ 0.430 0.517 0.505 0.441 
DW 2.08 2.17 2.11** 2.22 
Obs. 626 643 633 546 

Note: ** (*) significant at 1% (5%) level. Standard deviations in paren- 
theses. DW = Durbin Watson statistic. a =power of weight of function. 
Subject dummies for intercepts and slopes were used. Only periods in which 
subjects were allowed to adjust their quantities were included. 

I2 Including a6 in (4) for BESTdid not change the results and PSIwas not significant. Including r for 
Z m and I m +  caused collinearity problems. We have therefore imposed the theoretical restriction 

= 0. Since none of the variables was obsen~able in NOIN,we did not run the regressions for this 
treatment. 
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between those two treatments. The records about the use of the profit 
calculator have the same tendencies. Given the inertia subjects had the possi- 
bility to use the calculator on average in 27 rounds. In more than half the 
rounds subjects consulted the calculator. But it was used on average in 17.8 
rounds in treatment BEST,whereas it was used only in 15.4 rounds in F ~ L L .  

In both, IMITand IMIT+ the 'imitate the best' variable is the major factor. 
When looking at other players who receive higher payoffs due to higher 
quantities, the temptation to match the higher quantities is apparently hard to 
resist even if own profits are reduced by doing so. 

Including other variables in ( 4 )  did not prove successful. We have tried 
three other variables. The first was 'imitate the average if better', i.e, imitate -
the average only if average profits are higher than own profit. The second was 
'imitate the highest quantity'. Both of these variables did not add any 
explanatory power. Finally, we have included higher order lags of the variables 
in ( 4 ) .Even though we did not provide subjects with this kind of information, 
some were taking notes or might have had a good memory. The use of lagged 
variables would be evidence for learning theories like fictitious play. However, 
lagged variables were not significant in any treatment.13 

Two hypotheses are compatible with the finding of significant coefficients 
for the imitation terms in our regressions. Either all subjects are to some extent 
imitators or some subjects primarily imitate and others follow different leaning 
rules. To decide this question we can look at the individual decisions more 
closely. 

Let 

where at-' is the point prediction implied by playing myopic best reply ( B R ) ,  
imitate the best ( I B ) ,  or imitate the average (AV), respectively. Obviously, 
z; = 1 follows in case of perfect adjustment, while zf < O  implies a severe 
qualitative violation.14 Table 4 shows the overall frequency distribution of the 
z-values. Note first that generally perfect hits (z  = 1)  are quite rare. The only 
exception is IB, which produces perfect hits in up to 15.5% of relevant cases. 
Thus, it seems that 'imitate the best' is the one learning rule which, when 
applied, is applied most precisely. All three theories predict the direction of 
change (z  2 0 )  accurately in most cases. 

Table 5 shows how many subjects score positive z-values in at least 70% of 
their decisions and how many score nearly perfect hits (0.8 S z S 1.2) in more 
than 20% of their decisions. For example, 2 / 3  of the subjects in BESTadust in 
the direction of BR in at least 70% of their decisions and 1 /4  do so almost 
perfectly in 20% of their decisions. In IMT+ (and to some lesser extent in IMT) 
there seems to be a substantial number of committed imitators. More than half 

l 3  This is in contrast to a recent study by Boylan and El-Gamal (1993) who find that fictitious play 
ex lains their data better than a best reply process. 

In case of a - q:-' = 0 and q: - q:-' # 0 we set z: < 0. If also q: - q:-' = 0, then we set 1: = 1. 
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Table 4 
Hit Ratios 

0 S z  0 . 8 s ~  1 < z  
z<O <0.8 < 1  z =  1 <1.2 z>1.2 

FULL 	 BR 32.2 50.7 3.8 1.4 3.3 8.6 
AV 30.0 44.8 4.0 0.6 4.6 15.9 
ZB 38.0 42.5 2.7 7.9 2.2 6.7 

BEST BR 26.4 43.0 5.4 5.4 3.1 16.6 
AV 35.7 44.6 4.1 1 .0 2.3 12.3 

IMIT+ AV 31.1 43.6 2.7 1.3 2.8 18.4 
IB 36.2 31.8 4.4 15.5 2.3 9.8 

Z m  AV 34.0 39.6 3.2 1.1 2.6 19.4 
ZB 39.8 36.5 2.7 9.4 2.6 9.0 

Note: Only rounds in which subjects were allowed to adjust their quantities are 
included. 

Table 5 

Number of subjects with 
z 2 0 in 70% of cases 0.8 S z s 1.2 in 20% of cases 

BR AV ZB BR A V ZB Total 

Note: Only rounds in which subjects were allowed to adjust their quantities are 
included. For I m +  the number in brackets also includes subjects from the 
otherwise excluded outlier group. 

of the subjects follow IB almost perfectly in 20% of their decisions. Again, we 
see that this rule is applied with the highest consistency if applied at all. 

Result 4 If subjects have the necessary information to play best replies, most 
do so, though adjustment to the best reply is almost always incomplete. If 
subjects additionally have the necessary information to 'imitate the best', at 
least a few subjects become pure imitators. 

We have also tested the alternative learning theories mentioned in Section 
2.3. Table 4 shows that in all treatments in which this was possible subjects were 
partly influenced by the average quantity of the other players. Directional 
learning interpreted as a movement towards best replies ( z  2 0) can also be 
evaluated by looking at Table 4. Three observations are apparent: (1) Direc-
tional learning does better in treatment BEST than in RILL.(2) Overall, 
directional learning predicts correctly in more than 70% of the time. And (3) 
(not shown in the Table) it performs better for upward adjustment than for 
downward adjustments. 
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Finally, trial and error learning is a type of learning which is applicable even 
in treatment NOINTable 6 shows the theoretical predictions and the number 
of times those predictions were correct. In its weak form the hypotheses are 
correct for all 5 treatments in about 80% of the cases to which they applied. 
Note, however, that there is a theoretical problem. If subjects had really been 
playing according to trail and error, they would have ended up near the 
collusive outcome, which is the theoretical prediction. But they converged 
either to Nash or to even higher quantities. The theoretical prediction, 
however, holds only if all subjects behave according to trial and error. If just 
one subject in each group deviates, very different outcomes can result. Further- 
more, it is possible that modifications of the trail and error process (e.g. 
varying step sizes) yield different results. 

Result5 All examined alternative learning theories have some predictive 
power, but trial and error learning performs slightly better than directional 
learning and 'imitate the average'. 

4. Summary 
In a series of experiments we investigated multi-period Cournot markets 
under various information conditions. On an aggregate level the two main 
results are that providing more information about quantities and profits of the 
competing firms increases competition whereas additional information about 
the market structure decreases competition. The former result is explained by 
some individuals' propensity to imitate successful strategies, while the latter is 
based on individuals' ability and willingness to adjust behaviour towards best 
replies. Competition, however, is always strong enough to frustrate any at- 
tempts to collude. 

The analysis of the individual data showed that none of the theoretical 
learning processes which are discussed in Section 2 can on its own explain the 
observed behaviour. Focusing on myopic best reply dynamics and imitation 
dynamics we find, however, that both adjustment rules play a role for subjects' 

Table 6 
Trial and Error Learning 

Predictions Aql-' >0 ~ ~ t =- 01 Aqt-I <0 

BEST FULL NOIN IMIT IMT+ 
No. of decisions 626 643 633 653 546 
Correct 511 517 500 530 433 
predictions 
Success in % 81.63 80.40 78.99 81.16 79.30 
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decisions provided that they possess the necessary information to apply these 
rules. When subjects know the true market structure, their quantity adjust- 
ments depend significantly on the myopic best reply. When subjects know 
individual profits, their adjustments go significantly towards the most success- 
ful strategy of the previous period. 

Concerning alternative learning hypotheses we find that a simple learning 
rule, which we called 'trial-and-error learning' and which demands that 
subjects do not make the same mistake twice, performs quite well. Further- 
more, the data indicate that whenever subjects can calculate the average 
quantities of their competitors, their adjustments also depend on these which 
hints at a taste for conformity. 

Overall we find that learning plays an important role in our experiments. 
However, learning takes place in a delicate manner and is highly information 
sensitive.15 No examined learning theory is rich enough to account for all 
these factors. 

Humboldt University, Berlin 

Appendix 
We can specify BRi (suppressing the time index t)  in more detail by noting 
that l l(qi,  q-i) is symmetric around where r(q-i) := arg maxq,~R+ 
II(qi, qPi) would be i's reaction function if he could choose qi  continuously. 
Symmetry follows since II[r(qPi) +A, q-i] = (99 - q-i)2/4 - h2. Since the 
slope of r(q-i) is -112 and E I?, the grid points closest to r(qPi) are either 
r(qPi) itself or both, r(qPi) +812 and r(qPi) - 812. That is, BRi is either the 
singleton {r(qPi))  or the set {r(qPi) +812, r(q-i) - 6/21. 

Proof ofProposition 1 The best reply process defined by Assumption 1 yields a 
finite Markov process on the state space r4with a unique absorbing state 
wN = ( q r ,  qf, qf ,  q q N ) .  TO prove convergence it suffices to show that all 
remaining states are transient, i.e. the probability of the process returning to 
such a state is strictly less than one. 

From any state with some qi = 0, there exists a transition to another state 
with qi >0, Vi. Now consider the game with the restriction that qi >0, Vi. Let 
P(ql,  92, 93, q4) := (p - I )  n:=lqi, where p is defined as in (1). Since 
P(ql , 92, q3, q4) is an ordinary potential function, by Lemma 2.3 of Monderer 
and Shapley (1996) every improvement path is finite. An improvement path is 
a sequence (wO, wl, w2, . . .), such that for each t 2 1 there is a unique player i 
who by choosing quantity qf strictly improves his payoff, i.e, ot= ( q : ,  q4<1) 
and q:jl) q:jl).>~ ~ ( ~ i t - l ,  Note that the best reply process gives rise to 
an improvement path if in each period exactly one player gets to adjust his 
strategy, which occurs with positive probability. Along an improvement path 

l5 Note that this is evidence against learning theories of the reinforcement type (see e.g. Roth and 
Erev, 1995) since those are insensitive to information conditions. 
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the value of the potential function strictly increases. Hence, with positive 
probability the process moves along an improvement path to the equilibrium, 
which is an absorbing state. Thus, all states other than oN are transient and 
the Proposition follows. 
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